
Incoming 7th Graders

SUMMER READING DETAILS!



Step One:  

Choose an awesome book 
from the following choices:



Swing,By Kwame Alexander

Realistic Fiction

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK_N20aGZtI


Falling Over 

Sideways 

by Jordan Sonnenblick

       Claire’s life is a joke... but not in a funny way.  Everyone is 
doing well and moving forward but her, it seems.  The mean kids 
at school are only getting meaner.  Things couldn’t be worse…
       Until tragedy strikes for real.  Claire’s father falls, having a 
major stroke right in front of her, and Claire’s world turns 
upside-down.



Mystery/Thriller
Surface Tension, 

by Mike Mullin
After witnessing an act of domestic 
terrorism while training on his bike, 
Jake is found near death with a 
serious head injury, unable to 
remember the plane crash or the 
aftermath that landed him in the 
hospital.
Now he’s on the run….
from the killers for being a witness
AND 
from law enforcement who think he’s 
involved!



Think you have it 
rough?!  Imagine 
living on the island 
of Alcatraz:  “a 
twelve-acre rock 
covered with 
cement, topped with 
bird turd and 
surrounded by 
water”….and 
criminals!

Al Capone Does My Shirts
by, Gennifer Choldenko

Historical Fiction



The Boy At the Top of the Mountain, 
by John Boyne

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0d7KuIvOhNQ


Three kids on harrowing journeys, facing 
unimaginable dangers -- from drownings, 
to bombings, to betrayals... in search of 
refuge. 

Refugee, by Alan Gratz

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89sO3y75hF8


Fantasy

Everless,                
by Sara Holland

In the kingdom of Sempera, 
time is currency—extracted 
from blood, bound to iron, and 
consumed to add time to 
one’s own lifespan. The rich 
aristocracy, like the Gerlings, 
tax the poor to the hilt, 
extending their own lives by 
centuries.



Welcome to the world of 
hyper-advanced technology, 
cyber terrorists, and gaming 

beyond your wildest dreams . . . 
and your worst nightmares.

The Eye of Minds
by James Dashner

Science Fiction

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdY4PlLJd7o


Rewind,
by Carolyn O’Doherty

  A small group of 
teens has the 
ability to actually 
stop time and 
rewind it to review 
past events!  
Spinners are used 
by law enforcement 
to help solve 
crimes.  The price?  
Living in 
compounds 
separated by 
society for 
protection...AND 
only being able to 
live until the age of 
20.



Step 2: 

Read your book closely, and 
write sticky note annotations 
as you read.



Ideas for Sticky Note Annotations:

● Opinions about characters
● Something about the 

character’s personality
● Questions about characters
● Things you’re confused about
● Things you wonder about
● Connections to your life/things 

you relate to
● Connections to other books or 

to movies
● Prediction
● What you hope 

happens/emotions
● Signposts that you find

● Describe a new perspective 
that you now have.

● New vocabulary words (to 
look up later) and predicted 
meanings

● Question you may have
● Observation you made
● Thoughts about the author
● Something you like/don’t 

like in the story
● Reactions to reading
● Figurative Language 

(imagery, metaphors, 
similes, personification, 
symbolism, hyperbole)    



Step 3:

Complete the graphic organizer sheet, noticing 
important story elements & plot points:
▪Who is the narrator, and what is the point  
     of view?
▪What is the main conflict of the story?
▪Describe the setting of the story.
▪Name & describe the main characters in the 
     story.
▪Explain what you learned in the exposition.
▪Describe the climax of the plot.
▪Describe the events in the resolution.



Last Step:

Enjoy the rest of your summer
and

Keep Reading!


